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Students make plea to
Williams for end to
financial ,aid woes

New to the Northeastern
Community and probably unnoticed by most is a sign to
announce and identify the
campus. Northeastern Illinois
University has existed long
without such a marker, but the
sign on Bryn Mawr near St.
Louis A venue was a welcome
addition to those who were
tired of having the school
mistaken for a portion of the
cemetary or a new wing for the
tuberculosis sanitarium. Highway signs have also been
placed by nearby exit ramps
along the Kennedy Express·
way. [Photo by Dolora Jung]

(UPRS), t}J.e Chicago Student
by Robert J. Kosinski
Union, the Feminist Club ,
Representatives from varRenaissance, Genesis, Que
ious campus organizations will
Ondee Sola and the Federacion
meet with new University
Universitaria Socialista PuerPresident Ron Williams today
toriqueno met with Presidentat 2 p .m. to discuss and
possibly reach a solution to - ial Assistant Jean Kelchauser
to arrange for .Friday's meetfinancial aid problems which
ing saying that a desperate
students have been having.
financial aid situation had
Members of the union . for
evolved which was causing
Puerto
Rican
Students
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Language exam an added
most for new, future students
by Robert J. Kosinski
Students who were admitted
to Northeastern Illinois University this Fall and students
who will be admitted in the
future will now be required to
pass an E nglish Language
ompetency Exam before they
will be permitted to enter a
Major field of study or to
graduate. Similar tests have
been required in t he College of
Education for quite some time,
but this is the first time that
such a test will be required for
the College of Arts and
Sciences. The tests in each
college do vary.
The decision to institute a
proficiency exam of this type
came as a result of thirteen
months of discussion and
deliberation by the Educational Policies Committee of
Northeastern. Debate surrounded the need for administering the exam and the

possibility that it was discriminatory toward minority students particularly those of
Spanish orgin.
Harry Hild, coordinator of
the English Language Workshop said that there appeared
to be no objections from
Latino or other minority
segmen t s to the presently
devised plan.
In the new policy, tw.:>
exams will be required; a
post-admission diagnostic exam which 95 to 98 per cent of
the incoming freshmen have
already taken, and the competency exam.
Students registering to take
the competency exam will have
a choie:e between a strictly
English exam and a Bi-lingual
exam including english and a
second language.
"There seems to be a move
nationally to return to this

Dr. Harold Hild, coordinator of the English Language Workshop:
An advocate of increasing writing skills for college students.

type of Language proficiency
exam," says Randolf Hudson,
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
The College is trying for
November
t e time or the

first test. Students will be able
to take the tests as many
times as they want until they
pass, but failing student!! may
be counseled into taking one of
the freshmen writing courses.

numerous students' to drop out
of school because they were
not able to keep up with the
growing expenses.
President Williams was in
Springfield for the day to
discuss matters concerning a
recent university audit with
mem hers of the Board of
Governors.
"No longer can we attend
this
university
without
books," sai_d UPRS representative Roger Guerra, "and we
are not going to take incompletes as a result of financial
aid problems."
Vice-president for Student
Affairs Jose Morales and
Financial Aid Director Ron
Wendel have also been urged
to participate in Friday ' s
meeting.
Group members say they
have been approached b'y
numerous students who say
they would be unable to
finance the remainder of
educational costs for the
current trimester because of
the delays in Federal and State
checks. They say they have
not been given sufficient
reasons or adequate solutions
for the problems from other
university authorities, includ·
ing Wendel.
"They say they understand
our problem," said one member , "Well, if t hey understand
our problem, why don't they
try to do something about it?"

Secitrity force works
toward new image
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Maintaining a tranquil campus atmosphere that allows
students an access of academic
freedom, guaranteeing students, faculty, and staff the
utmost protection of their
property and safe guarding for
their personal well being is a
tremendous
responsibility.
Such a responsibility must be
handled professionally by well
trained men and women.
Since Deputy Chief Tedy
Nadile was hired on July 1,
1976, he has jointly worked
with Security Chief Francis
Flood combining their 50 -years
of law enforcement work to lift
the degree of professionalism
by which the Northeastern
Illinois University Security ,
Department operates.
Campus Security now employs 5 full time university
police officers, 11 part time
officers; 9 who also work as
city policemen and 2 are
firemen, plus 2 student aides.
It is to the university's
benefit to have well trained
professionally-minded officers
working in the department. All
the full time and part time
employees are graduates of a
sanctioned police training institution or a training program
where they were instructed in
law and the proper use of

equipment, e.i . radios, firearms. Trained officers are an
asset to the department because they have knowledge
from previous educational
training and experience.
Many recent changes within
the department can account
for the high quality of
efficency and service provided
to the students enrolled at
Northeastern Illinois University.
An addition officer was
assigned to work the midnight
shift from 12:00 to 8:00 . a.m.
After ·regular operational
hours, there are now two men
patroling the gr-0unds for
added safety.
A university police vehicle
has. also been obtained by
Security which has mobilized
the department making it
quicker to respond to radio
calls and easier to reach

remote areas of the campus.
Since the · Residential School
re-opened in Fall for the use of
an expanded Child Care facility and the Alumni . Association, the area has been
recognized as a location that
requires patroling. In the
evenings, the newly acquired
patrol vehicle has proven to
serve as a deterent for thieves
and vandals in this remote
area of t he campu~. Since the
vehicle has been utilized, this
year's crime rate on campus is
increasingly lower than last
years.
The department is planning
to impliment a computerized
ticket system. Administrative
changes in the univ ersity 's
policy of reporting and hand·
ling crimes and disturbances
have allowed the department
to investigate and do follow up
(Cont'd on page 3)

Commuter Center Director
Cliff Harralson _says the new
Student Union Game Room
will be open this Monday,
October 11 ..
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We the members of CY AD
(College Youth Against Disabilities), . wish to thank the
administration , faculty and
students who participated in
" Awareness Day." We appredate all . the time and effort
everyone gave to make this
project successful. The outcome of our "Awareness Day
was very successful. Within a
week's time the automatic
doors to the Science Building
were again the working order,
and the leveled curb outside
of the Music Building was
degraded., We thank you
again.
CYAD-[College Youth
Against Disabilities]

baby
contest

campus. This group is aware
that our Judeo-Christian heritage , (that placed intrinsic
worth and equal value on
every human life), has a right
. to know that our ethics are
being underminded.
The new demographic, ec~
logical and social realities, -will
try to place relative rather
than absolute values on life
and to control our numbers ..To
what extent - will depend on
us .and our society.
Thus far, the UNI Right to
Life Organization had two
distinguished speakers at their
meetings. The next meeting
will have a presentation,
concerning Human Experimentation. Please join us
during activity hour, on Octoher 14, at 1 :00 in the
classroom ouilding, room 3081.
Again, thank you for your
precious time.
Sincerely yours,
Irene Sipp
[President, UNI Right to Life
·
Organization]
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jakki's jabber""ock

'

an appointment and went
down to see what it was all
about: No sooner had I gotten
there than I was already being
shown how to work the
equipment. Next comes practicing ·and preparation for . an
audition tape. Now I've got to
get busy and think ·u p a
program to do in this · new
non-linear format.
So one night when 'you're
home and feel like hearing
something better on the _radio
·than just a string of music,
tune into WZRD, 88.3 on your
FM dial. Who knows, that
voice you hear might just be
me.

information for UNI students
by Jakki Freedman
WZRD is the student radio and the community. It's not
Dear Editor:
station here at Northeastern. just another music station, it's
Thank you for the coverage
It's located in the.basement of a alternative station. Music is
of our Baby Contest. Also,
secondary to the message the
the main building. There is
thanks to Miss Zalatoris for
disc jockey wants to convey.
only one staircase that leads to
the excellent pictures. StuInstead of just music and
the studio and it's sort of hard
dents should consider Ann F .
. broadcasting on a linear, or
to find.
Holda's article .- and join the
point by point basis, WZRD's
The staircase is located ·next
"Print" staff. Our city's future
new concept is what is called
to the construction area that
reporters and photographers DEAR EDITOR,
non-linear communication. A
used to be the dining hall. It
Students for Israel would
may now be our Nort heastern
combination of news, poetry,
leads directly there. Once you
like to thank the campus find it, you will find WZRD a
University editors.
drama, discussion, interviews
The purpose of our Baby .Security Department for being fascinating place to visit.
a~d music will be used and
Clue 112 in J akki' s JabberContest was tw~fold. Jessie so cooperative and understand- . There are two ·completely developed. around a certain
wolf contest to find the
Bernard, :the sociologist, wrote ing regarding the .appearance equipped s t udios with contheme. It gives the -D.J . an
Jabberwolk:
that society gives little praise of the Israeli Council General soles turntables and recorders.
opportunity to use his or her
Of a Honda in a Beach Boy
to the Midwest, Mr. Ehuel · But the most interesting thing
or recognition for having a
creativity in programming a
song
child. Our students, who are Avriel.
show, rather than ju!l,t playing
about WZRD is their new
The gear that was "alright,"
We are looking forward to format.
parents, are very special! Their
a jumble of non-related songs.
Will give you the floor of the
further mutual ·cooperation.
child and society will profit
Jabberwolky,
·
This all sounded quite
The station claims it~ priWe are looking forward to mary importance is to provide
from their continuing their
interesting ·t o ·me, so I set up
So you can find it tonight.
education. We enjoyed seeing .further mutual cooperation.
Again, thank you.
them too.
Sincerely,
The other motive was to' let
Dov Kahana
the faculty and student body
President of Students
know we have a new UNI
for Israel
and Emily Soto.
Right to Life Organization on
by Peter Fricilone
just great! The weather,. food,
Sunday morning everyone and scenery, but most of all
Camping at it's best, was
enjoyed a hearty -breakfast. the people. If you would like to
the way to describe the recent
the offiaal camp~ newst,ape~~rving N ~ ~ .·· ,
When breakfast was over, join the action, stop off at the
adventure taken by the NewfUaiventt7, 550Q N.. St. Louis Ave.. Chicago, m., 60625, 11 published ,
mass was held, overlooking the Newman Center (Catholic Stuman Center, 5450 N. Kimball.
1
1
each Fri4&1 d ~ the regui..r academic 7ear. ·
·
shore of Boulder Lake, the dent Center) which- is located
The
group
left
Friday,
Septem. . DIADUNE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00 noon for the
celebrant was Father John at 5450 N . Kimball, · take
;following·l 'ridats issue. All copy must _be t,ped. Late cop7 or ma~rial •
ber 24, and headed for Echo
that d(IN not conform to the sta~s .a-;t forth under PRINT pubPrice. Everyone had a tremem- Catalpa two blocks east.
Valley Campround overlooking
.lieation policy will be handled accordingl7 by the editors. The editors
dous weekend, everythi~g was
the beautiful l:Joulder Lake, in
) >f PRINT will publish, at their diaeretion, any letters to the editor,
Northern Wisconsin.
~ncementa, articles, ~ . photos or other submitted material..
.
.
.
. .
Saturday morning proved
' PRINT edi~ have sole authority governing all ~terial submitthe real test to separate the
ted. The editors of PRINT reserve the right to edit copy. Editing
hard nosed campers from the
~l!~ea that ~tors ~~ noi ~pt all iubinitted material for pubcity
folk. At 10:00 A.M . the
lication; Good Journalistic standards shall be maintained.
rubber rafts were launched 'on
_ Students are encour&ged to .submit LE'M'ERS TO THE EDITOR.
the cold rapids of the Wolf
Letteraahould not exceed two~) typewritten pages. Unsigned letters ·
will .not be published, but names will be writhheld upon request.
River. The. first leg of the
Obacenities
"diacouraged.
journey do'wn the river was
• A l f f l O ~ will be accepted from an:r student,-~ulty,
PRINT is the campus newspaper for Nortl1eastern Illinois
seven miles. Those who partici'.
miniatn~. department, or organi&atio~ -affiliatw with the universiUniversity. Published weekly. this paper is paid for by student
pated in this ' four hour trip
ty. ·APJJouncemellta sh~d not exce.ed 1/1 page typewritten and wlll '
fees. and largely the work of Northeastern students. Materials
be pubijahed on a apace-available basis. ·
·
·
published herein is not to be confused with view~ expressed by
. were: Don Langenfeld, RevCLAtiSIFIEDS are free .to all student.a and affiliates ·of the univer- ·I \ erend John Price, Hugh Hillethe University administration. PRINT is located in t.-049.
lity. Cliulifieda should be limited t:O 50 t~tten words. Claasifieds ,
brand, Don Collins, Nancey
will be published op .il "pace-available baaia. ,All Classffieda will rec
Edi tor-in-Chief .. .. . . . . . .. .. ..... . ... . .. ... . Robert J . Kosinsld ·
main eoafidential. ·
·· _
·
·
·
Shubeck, John Labiak, Howie
Managing Editor ... . ... . . ... . .. ..... ,. .. . . RQbert L. Trahan, Jr.
-PHOTOS submitted for publication become the property of PRINT.
Shucort, and Larry Rudolph.
Associate Editor .. . .. . . . ... .. ..... . . .. . .... ....... Ann F. Holda
I-hotoa will be returaed upon request but will not he held more
Photo Editor ........ . ... . ........ . . , .... ... . ..... ; Dolora Jung
The second part of the raft
_than.~ week. Photol should include an informative ~ption.(6 linea
$'"j,orts Editor ... . . . .. . .... .... . .... ; ... .. . .. .. . .... Gary Staniec
trip was approximately eight
mu.) typed on a aeparate •heet a.~ ~t~~hed. '
.
·
_89siness Manager . .. . . ..... ; ... .. . .. ...... Carol Jean Zalatoris
miles
and
entered
into
the
PAID ADS will be published aecording to theF.p-eement between
Graphics Editor . . .... . . . . . .. . ... ... . . . . ......... . .. . Jack Welt
Menominee Indian Reservatbe Buineu Manager &lief the ·client. No ada will be taken·over the
Staff: Al Albert, Larry Brittan, Jakki Freedman, .· Sy Janko,
We;&e,e. .
.
.
.
.
. .
.
tion. Their were four super
Janet Junio, Roberta Patt, Mary Petersen, Benilde Polverini,
THE PmNT OfflCF.S (E.211 ud E:-21') &N located on the Univei-Fanni Sosan, ·Liz Sygiel, John Stepal, Nancy Wilson, Wilbert
river rats who braved chilling
~ -(:oauauterCenter Mezanine above the_DCll'th diiliq halL.The of- :
Allen
water,
razor
sharp
rocks
and
fice iup~n frolil.8:30 a.m. -6:00 p.m. weekdaJs.
.
!
Photographers: Cynthia Hagerty, Paul J. Manda, Pauline Philipps,
swirling waters to finish the
. 0"1ct ~BONES are li(IM050, extenaiolf ~ or 4S9; after,'
Diane Poulos
,.~ p.m. ~ ~ 58M066~
.
'
.
. ,.
trip. They were June Rizzolo,
Graphics . . ... . . .. ...... . . ... . . ....... Mark Schultz, Jack Welt J
Peter Fricilone, Jack Speer,
~
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A small price
.

_ to

pay

by Robert J. Kosinski
I must also mention that
" Now wait a minute, Kosinski!" You're going to say. Northeas t ern has, and still
" You mean you 're t rying to would have, one of the lowest
tell me that I should put a Student Activities Fees of any
school in the state.
little pencil mark on a piece of
But why and increase?
paper that's gonna make me
For one thing, athletics at
have to pay two extra dollars
UNI
are in a bind. They are
every trimester with my
required by law to ' move
tuition!"
If that's what you say after toward a greater equality in
reading this, than you 've just the funding of men ' s and
about grasped the entire point women's athletics. Under the
of this week's lit!=Jrary esca- present situation, this wou1d
pade, but I surely wouldn't lay result in fatal cuts in all men's
such a shocking revelation on athletics teams, or at least in
you without first explaining the ones which would be
considered "expendible." Do
what some of the reasons are.
I should first explain that you care?
Media organizations, such
this Monday, if all goes as
as,
WZRD and Print, are being
promised, the once-famous
Student Senator Jacobo .Sza- besieged year after year by
piro will present a resolution higher costs of merely keeping
before the entire Senate to their organizations in operaraise the Student Activity Fee tion. Do you care about that?
Student Activities Fees profrom the present $18 per
trimester to $20. If passed, it vide a variety of services for
will be brought before the the students and a good many
student body in the form of a have little to do with the many
voting · referendum. That 's organizations on campus. They
brought you new ID cards
where you folks come in.
without
the 14 month wait,
Why should you vote for an
they've assisted the campus
increase?
Let me preface ' the answer Day Care Programs as meager
by reminding you that the cost as they seem at the moment, •
of living has gone up sharply they bring you the CCAB
and Student Activity Fees are movies concerts and special
Northeastern have remained events that you must have
the same for · a good many participated ,in at one time or
years. Because of this situa- another ...
You may not care about it,
tion, while only three months
but
I can even Wonder
into the fiscal year, the
Student Government is al- . whether the $20 will even be
ready starting to get out their enough. It seems to me to be a
very small price to pay. . .
red pens.

Volunteer students take parents on a tour of the. campus as a feature of Parent's Orientation on
September 29. The program c~n~isted of a variety of speeches, a slide show, reception and the
tours. Nearly 250 parents part1C1pated. [Photo by Cindy Hagerty]

UNI gets Kellogg grant
to develop faculty program

by Shirley Harris
In August, 1975, Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn
Mawr at St. Louis Ave. ,
received a W . K. Kellogg
Foundatio_n grant of $98,000 to
assist in developing a program
to give selected faculty memhers, called Kellogg Fellows,
the additional skills required
to teach in non-traditional
ways. Now, these Fellows are
me·e ting for a full day's
conference, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
October 22, at the Evanston
Holiday Inn to hold seminars
in their four major areas of
endeavor and share with other
members of the university
. community the results of their
study.
The four areas to be
discussed in reference to
Northeastern Illinois Universi-.
ty are career-oriented educa,
tion, field experience and\
off-campus education, new
(cont'd from page 1)
directions for the college of
~ducation, and a week-end
work that could lead to the problem that can be easily
college. Four concurrent semi,,
prevention of similarly report- alleviated with the cooperation
nars will run in the morning ::
ed incidents on campus that of the students and university /
between 10 a.m. and noon toinfringe on the personal rights employees. Drivers who persisbe folowed, 2 p.m . ...:. 4 p.m.,,
of · the members · of . the tantly disobey posted restrictby the same four concurrent
university.
ed and prohibited parking
seminars.
. ..
In addition to daily routine regulations cause hazards in
The
new
president.o(
N~rt1'~
assignments, Secui:ity Chief the parking lots .· Drivers
eastern Illinois Universh1'
Flood and Deputy Chief Nadile parking in medically handicapRonald Williams, . is expetted ·
have been working with the ped reserved bays, paid reto welcome those attending
.officers to better train them to served spaces near the Classand Kellogg's chairman for
be more efficent campus room Building, and students
educational programming, Dr.
officers and prepare them for · parking in two bays are
Peter Ellis, will be on hand to
violating
campus
regulations
future careers in the field of
make
some brief remakrs. Dr.
law enforcement through in- and are inconveniencing other
Reynold Feldman, director of
service training sessions. ·
drivers that use the lots.
the Northeastern Center for
Campus parking and traffic Security gets absolutely no
Program
Development (CPD),
enforcement is an existing personal satisfaction from
will conduct a short orientawriting parking tickets nor do
tion session before the semiStudents who will be run- . they have quotas which is the
nars begin.
misconception of many violaning for positions on the
The keynote speaker of the
tors. However, the laws are
Student Senate on October
day, Dr. Harold Taylor, will
there for a reason and to
19 & 20 and want their
appear at the rioon luncheon.
ignore the laws would result in
pictures to appear .in the
Dr. Taylor, president of Sarah
next issue of the Print,
the obvious.
Lawrence
College, New York
should come to the Print
Student attending UNI are City, at the age of thirty, was
Office at the following times
the people that eventually distinguished professor of the
next week:
benefit from a professionally social sciences . at Richmond
Monday, Oct. 11 - 10
supervised and well trained
College, City University of
10 am - 3 pm
security department. The same
New York, during the past
Tuesday, Oct. 12
officer issuing you a parking
year and now is director of the
10 am - 12 pm
ticket for illegally parking in a
Special arrangements can
Center for International Servno
. parking zone may be the
be made for any time before·
jce at Richm<;md.
same officer that helps to
Wednesday, at 4 pm by
Dr. Taylor has written
recover your stolen personal
getting in touch with the
extensiv·ely about the arts
property, ' or may even save social philosophy, peace re:
Editor.
your life.
search, and education. An

Security

.

.

advocate of creative change
and experimentation in education, Dr. Taylor developed a
pilot project in 1963 for a
world college which resulted in
the United Nations University
of which he is the founder and
current chairman of the United
· States committee. A prolific
writer, he has published five
books in the last seven years,
largely to do with reforms in
education.
The Kell9gg Fellows taking
part in the conference are Dr.
Bonnie Busse, foreign lang u ages ; Dr. Jean Carlson
. education foundations; Ed:
mund Cavanaugh, teacher centers; Dr. Frank Dobbs, chemistry; Marion Etten RN
hea'ith services; Dr. Edri~
Frederick, political science ·
Dr. Jane Hawley, secondar;
education; Anthony Patricelli,
mathematics, and Dr. Leonard
Setze, elementary education,
Bernard Brommel Speech &
Performing Arts. '
During the spring term, the
Kellogg Fellows attended
weekly, two-hour seminars. In
addition they went on several
field trips to observe non-traditional education in action and

talk with those involved.
During the summer, they were
involved ip their individual
projects in non-traditional education.
When they began the program, the Fellows were about
evenly divided as to how they
felt about non-traditional programs. Most have found the
Kellogg Fellow experience
valuable and educational although one Fellow is " a bit
distressed by the current
heavy stress on career education." He sees liberal arts as
losing statu s which he believes
is bad in the long run.
One Fellow summed up his
feeling this way. "Receiving
the Kellogg Fellow has
changed my interest in mathematics and education. It has
enabled me to venture into
applications of mathematics
that I might have simply
given momentary thought and
passed ·by. The people I have
met, especially -in CPD, have
changed my whole point of
view -of Northeastern Illinois
University and the CPD. "
This,,perhaps, is what being
a Kellogg Fellow is all about.

Attention!
'

Students on probation
If your last grade report
indicated that you are now on
academic probation because
your cumulative grade point
average has fallen below 3.0
(c), this item is for YOU.
No doubt you also received a
'l etter with this grade report
informing you that in accord
with University regulations, if
you are not successful in
earning grades this trimester
which will bring your cumulative grade point average up to
the necessary 3.0, you will be
dropped for poor scholarship.
The University Counseling
Center is anxious to help you
in every way to return your
record to good standing.
Therefore, all counselors have
extended invitations to all
studnts on academic probation
to stop by to take advantage
of the assistance they are
qualified to give. Ms. Mc-

Creary, Coordinator of Academic Advisement, has announced that these letters are'
in the mail, and urges students
on academic probation t~
arrage a conference with the
suggested counselor as soon as
possible. Should you not
receive such a letter within the
next week or two, please report
to the Counseling Center,
Room B115 anyway and have
the receptionist help you to set
up an appointment to fit your
schedule. This particularly
applies to students who have
been away from the campus
for two or more trimesters and
are resuming their education
on probation this fall .
" We are not in the fifth
week of the tri~ester, so don't
delay - make that appointment NOW before it is too
- late," :~ ~-. Mc~reary urges.
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\ announcements'
The Student Activities Office would like to thank the following ,
students for participating in the Parent's Orientation on Sept. 29,
1976. Alan D . Gilbert: Robert Kramer - Alpha Chi Episolon,
Cheryl Kreiman - Opera Workshop, Debbie Jaret, Tom Lasser,
Pat Wellbank - Student Senate, Jean Holda - SCEC, Maryjo
Readey - Biology Club, Andrea S. Wilk, Rita Hassett Lambda Sigma Alpha, Roger Guerra, Tony Negron - UPRS,
Ann Holda - Print, Beth McGuire, Michael O'Malley, Jere
Halpin - CCAB , Mitchell Schwendlin ..:.. KLAL.
'

CCAB CONCERTS is proud to announce the return
engagement of MEGAN McDONOUGH and MADA RUE
Tuesday October 12 at 1:00 in the Auditorium.
~

ROLL-EM FILM PRODUCTIONS presents "THE ICEMAN
COMETH" starring Lee Marvin Tuesday night at 7:30 in the
Auditorium. (CCAB)
The musical group: WOODLIND, presented by CCAB.
UNICORN FILMS presents "FANTASTIC PLANET" and
the exciting continuation of "THE PERILS OF PAULINE"
chapts. 5 and 6, 12:00 noon in the Unicorn Wednesday Oct. 13.
(CCAB)
CCAB CLASSICAL THEATER presents the Bi-annual
appearance of The National Shakespeare Company. This years
performance will be the hilarious "COMEDY OF ERRORS"
Thursday October 21 at 1:00 and 7:30 in the Auditorium.
CLOCKS at the BASE of LIFE, presented by Dr. Charles F.
Ehret, of Argonne National Laboratories, ,sponsored by the
Biology Club, and UNI's branch of Sigma-Xi on Wednesday,
October 13 at 4:30 in the Science Building, room 102.

The Northeastern Chapter of the Young Socialist Alliance will
sponsor an education lecture by Socialist Worker's Party
candidate for governor, Suzanne Haig on Women in the '76
Elections, Thursday, October 14 at 1:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Building, room 216.
ALL UPPERCLASSMEN IN SEARCH. OF THE RIGHT
JOB: Let us help you prepare for the job search. What you need
to know about job interviews and resumes. Career Services Office
is presenting a series of four mini workshops in career orientation
to help you. Meetings will be held on Mondays and Wednesdays
from 10:00-11:00, beginning Wednesday Oct. 13 and ending Oct.
25 in Room Bll2. Please come and sign up at the Career Services
Office, B 11 7.
WOMEN!!! Are you concerned about your physical safety???
What direction do you think the Rape Crisis Line Organization
on campus should take? Come & share your ideas with us at the
first meeting on Thursday, October 21, 1976 at 1:00 pm. Room
number of meeting place will be posted on Women's Studies and
Services bulletin boards as well as throughout the school.
UNITED NATIONS DAY 1976 - The.political Science Club
and the Political Science Department is sponsoring a celebration
of U.N. Day called "The Candidates Look at the United
Nations". Speaking for President Ford will be Rudolph Raisin
(Chicago financier and industrialist) and representing Jimmy
Carter will be Alex Seith (Lawyer, Past President of Chicago
Council on Foreign Relations). This panel discus~ion will be held
in the Science Building, room 102, Tuesday, October 12 at noon.
Moderator for the afternoon will be Dr. · Edris Frederick,
Chairman of the Political Science Department.

CCAB, WZRD present
new rock group ·
played, only four of them were
not written by W oodlind.
Their music is very descriptive. A good example would be ·
the song ''Trilogy. '' When
they imitate the sounds of a
carnival, it sounds as if you're
standing right in the middle of
a carnival. All of the members
of the group the W oodlind are
very talented. Each member
takes turns to write a song for
the group .to play.
The members ?f the group
are: Scott Bonshire on drums
and percussion, Kenn Zemanek
on guitars, piano, synthesizers
and vocals, ' Ted Carner on
flute, 12 & 6 string acoustics
and vocals, Jim Williams on
bass, Ken Cetera on p~rcus-

by Benilde Poluerini
On Thursday , September 30,
1976, at 1:00 p.m . in the
auditorium, Dave Maher from
CCAB introduced a musical
rock group that was broadcasted-on WZRD radio station.
The name of that musical
group is "WOODLIND! "
They had a good audience
turn out when they started at
1:00 p.m. with more people
coming in when they heard the
music on the radio. Their lively
music had the audience tap~
ping their feet and swaying to
the music after their first song.
The performance lasted approximately two hours. They
played twenty-one songs in all.
Of the twenty-one songs they

NSSHA to host first _speaker
National Student Speech
and Hearing Association is
pleased to announce that our
first speaker of the trimester
will be UNI's own Mr. William
R. Stewart. A speech pathologist, as well as an instructor of
speech, he has been involved in
the field for twenty-five years.
Mr. Stewart will lecture on
stuttering on Thursday, Octo-

her 14, at 1:00 -P.M. in room
2-031. Everyone is invited to
attend this informative discus·
sion.
. Also NSSHA held officer
elections, the President is Julie
Capone, the Vice-President
Carol Weiner, the Secretary is
Chris Shanahani, and the
Treasurer is Carol Lydecker.

THE JOSE GRECO DANCE COMPANY will be one the
campus of Northeastern Illinois University, October 25, 26, and ·
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB has scheduled a meeting for all 27, to conduct master classes and appear in concert. Master
evening students interested in the club activities. This meeting is classes on the intermediate level will be held in the auditorium on
set for Wednesday evening, October _13, at 8:30 p.m. in room campus, Bryn Mawr· at St. Louis Ave;, 6 p.m ..-8 p.m., Ottoqe.r 25 :
S-325 of the Science Building. The regular club meeting wilL be . and 26. They are open to die public.' The fee is $4. Class~s·for :
held on Thursday, October 14, at 1:00 p.m. (activities hour) in students and faculty of the universi~y, wi~
held, 1 p.m.-2·p;m., ,
room S-325. The club is presently involved iri planning its agenda the same days, October 25 and · 26. The company will give; a ;
for the Fall and Winter terms. All are invited .to give suggestions lecture-concert, 8 p.m. ,Oct.o ber 27, in the university auditorium. '
and ask questions.
·
General admfasi?il · is ·•$4; , Northeastern: ' alumni; ' $'3 ; free :to ;
No.rtheastern ' students . .information and: reservations can be ':
obtain~ by calling 583-4050, exteiisfoh 666. ' · , · ··
:,, :'
U .N.I. RIGHT TO LIFE GROUP will have it; next meet4ig
~
~
J
·\
on Thursday October 14th during activity hour (1-2 pm) in Rciorri'
Northeastern Illinois University Professor Carlos Torr~; of the f
3-081. There will be a presentation ·anq discµssion concerning
huma~ .services department is showi~g .his i~test -film 'study' '.
Human Experimentation. Everyone welcome.
"PU~TO RICO: TRAMA AL DESN:UDA [CONSPIRACY ;
LINGUISTICS CLUB will have a meeting on Thursday, EXPOSED)," 1 p.m., October 5, in lecture hall 1-001 of the
October 20 at 7:00 .P .M. in the Student Union Building room, classroom building on the campus at Bryn Mawr , and Central
park avenues. The film, which is fully documented, is the result of
214. Graduate and undergraduates are welf ome.
a year's research on the social, economic, and political reasons for ;
KLAL YISROEL, in the festive ~pirit of the holiday of Su~cot, Puerto Rican migration to the United States and ot~er parts of th ·
is sponsoring the SUGCAH-MOBIL&, a van containing world. The film is open to the P"!hlic. Donations will be 1~uested.
0

be

'

,.,.....

information about the · Jewish holiday's and other informa"tion
about Judaism. Stop by and bring your friends . . Tuesday,
October 12, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Bus loading zone;. south · of the
Commuter Center.
·
·
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THE VETS C~UB, is issuing
opeit .challenge to any school
or~anizatiQn for a flag football game this 'tall. The stakes will be a ·
keg of beer. Interested organizations should contact the Veterans
Affairs office at Ext. 369.

'

sion , and Joey Drada on
electric guitar and docimer and
vocals.
The W oodlind is a local
musical rock group. They are
playing mainly in colleges
right now.
The members of the group in
W oodlind have been playing
together for one and a half
years. They all met in college
and through friends in college.
They decided to become a
musical group because they all
agreed they wanted to play
original music reflecting nature and life.
They chose the name
"W oodlind" for their group
because it reflects the type of
-music they play. Ted Carner of
the group who was a former
linguistics major, decided that
by making the letter 'i' in
Woodlind it could not be
mistaken for W oodlind or any
other group.
. When asked what they
thought of the future of rock
music, they all agreed that
rock music was a fad that
would eventually die out. ,That
all music would blend together
with no major classifications of
rock, western, classical, etc.,
but that occassionally a new
fad would come and go.
As for their own future,
W oodlind from the Chicago
land area, hopes to make it big
and travel all over some. day.
Their wish may come true.
They will be making · a
demonstration tape on October
16, 1976. This is when they go
to a major recording s.tudio
and , play a song. The st,udio
records · this song, and if they
like · the way it sounds · then
they put it on the market, and
you will be ·able to buy , their
~ g;at your local record s toi:e. .
:ii Everyone that I talked to'.;
'a greed that Woodlind fi~·- a
good ·quality group who will
probably go far. I agree that
they are a good quality group
and I hope that their de.mon;stration tape will come out ·
good so that I can · buy ;their
songs at the record .store. Keep
:your eyes open, you 'm~y be
able to buy their records in the
near future.
,

Poetry readings begi_n
•
in Apocalypse series
29, at the Creative Writing
Center (3307 W. Bryn Mawr),
the room was packed also, for
a poetry reading by Elizabeth
Libbey and Kay Murphy.
There was standing room only,
and the audience was very
receptive to both poets. Contrary to last year's tradition,
there were even faculty members from the English departme11t present. Perhaps this
was due to the fact that
Elizabeth Libbey is the new
poet-in-residence, replacing
Ted Berrigan, who. left last
year. Ms. Libbey is a graduate
of the University of Montana
(B.A.), . and has an M.F.A.
from the University of Iowa.
She was born in Washington,
D.C., and is now 29 years old.
Kay Murphy, who also read
Wednesday night, is one of the
Red Herring Poets in Champaign, and is the assistant
editor of KARAMU MAGA-'
ZINE. Both have published
their poems in a number a
magazines , Ms : Libbey in
THE
NEW
YORKER,
EPOCH, IOWA REVIEW ,
THE AMERICAN POETRY
REVIEW, FIELD, MATI and
Northeastem ' s own OUT
THERE; Ms. Murphy in
HUDSON RIVER ANTHOLOGY and MOVING OUT.
Both have a chapbook of
poems under consideration,

by Effie Mihopoulos
Apocalypse started its season of poetry readings ·last
week with a tremendous
amount of energy and success.
On Tuesday, September 28,
Mark Strand conducted an
hour and a half long workshop,
in which he alternately commended and condemned the
work of the students in the
workshop who presented poems to him for criticism.
Because time was running
short, and a good deal of
the works had not been commented on, he ·even took some
with him to-- scrutinize, and
comment on by mail. . Mr.
Strand lives in NYC and
commutes to the University of
Virginia to teach. His books of
poetry include SLEEPING
WITH ONE EYE OPEN,
REASONS FOR MOVING,
DARKER, and STORY OF
OUR LIVES. He has edited
some anthologie, one of South
American poets and one of
international poets (in translation) entitled NEW REPUBLIC. Despite his busy schedule
(he was only in Chicago for the
day), he also gave a reading on
Tuesday evening at Amazingrace in Evanston with poet ·
Eileen Shukofsky, author of
DANIEL. Despite the $2.00
charge, the room was packed.
On Wednesday, September

M s. Murph y b y Ingleside
Press; Ms. Libbey 1by Copperhead Press.
Not content with staying in
the city only, however, Apocalypse took to the road this
weekend and gave poetry
readings in Iowa City, at
Alaridoni's bookstore. Rose
Lesniak, editor of OUT
THERE and sponsor of the
Apocalypse poetry reading
series, read her poems ·with
Art Lange, a Northeastern
alumnus, and one of the
original members of Apocalypse. Mr: Lange is the
editor of BRILLIANT CORNERS: A . MAGAZINE OF
THE ARTS and one of the
directors of THE CHICAGO
POETS' THEATRE. Both
poets were commended highly
· on their fine works after the
reading by the Iowa audience,
who had been equally responsive to a reading last spring of
a poetry reading by Northeastern student Barbara Barg and
alumnus Arnold Aprill, along
with Chicago poets Jim Hanson and Steve Levine. Ms.
Barg is the associate editor of
OUT THERE, and the sponsor
of the Apocalypse open poetry
readings. Mr. Aprill is the
editor of HERE IT IS
BONDAGE AND DISCI'.
PLINE, and one of the
directors of THE CHICAGO

Eyolution of Chicago
· architecture -exainined
Chicago architecture "alive
and in good health,'' ; b ut
public interest is still much
needed to save these beaut iful
representations of Chicago's
past. Mr. Skvarla brought out
the fact that a city :without old
buildings is like a man without
memories.
Mr. Skvarla will be offering
a P.I.E. course in the winter
describing many of these same

The · evolution of Chicago's
architecture and urban design
was revealed to t he members
of t he Geography Club during
a meeting on Sept. 22. Mr. Mel
Skvarla, Northeastern's Campus Planning Asst . Director,
produced a stimulating slide
presentation recreating the
enterisive growth of Chicago
from it' s early railroad days
through it' s total destruction
by the Chicago fire and the
~~t~eci;:~:n:~:~~~!:n~iti!:
creating the " Great White
City" was a major stepping
stone in making Chicago a
unique city. Entirely new
~o~~:::sin a~::~~t~r~rei;!~;
· dation - were displayed here.
Such personalities as those of
~i'sF!:~l:~dDW~gh~~:n~
Mies van der Rohe were pnme
movers in the evolution of

principles of Chicago design.
Lectures and presentations
such -as t hese offered to all
students and faculty by t he
Geography Club. These activities and others attempt to
correlate for students, classroom situations- and the outside world. Club news can be
found posted outside of S-344
or in S-202. Everyone is
invited!
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Apocalypse labels its first poetry reading of the season a huge
success, [Photo by Cindy Hagerty]

POETS' THEATRE. Mr.
OCTOBER 11: ART LANGE
& YUKI HARTMAN
Hanson and Mr. Levine are
editors of IN THE LIGHT
OCTOBER 25: ROSE LESand both are graduates of th;
NIAK & LEONARD NEUFELD
·
University of Chicago.
Future poetry redings that
OCTOBER 22: (at Franklin
Furnace in NYC)
Apocalypse has schedule are
as follows:
ROSE LESNIAK, JANET
OCTOBER 13: BOB BENHAMILL* NEIL HACKMAN
SEN, director of Red Herring Poetry Workshop 1974
But for those who like to
winner of the Harvard Fine stay at home, there are more
Arts Festival &
readers upcoming in November
HANK KANABUS , editor at Apocalypse: MARVIN
of STONEWIND; author of BELL , TED BERRIGAN
BARBARA BARRACKS SIV
FLOODLIGHTS
OCTOBER 27: LYN LIF- CEDRING FOX and 'lots
SHIN, New York poet author more.
of UPSTATE MADONNA SHAKER HOUSE POEMS
& rriany others &
law ScHooL ADM1ss10N Tm
GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADM.lm
ANGELA JACKSON, direcGRADUATE RECORD ExaM1N1T101
tor of OBAC Workshop
MEDICAL CoLLEGE ADM. Tm
author of VOODOO LOVE
MAGIC; editor of NOMMO
• PROFESSIOIIIAL IIIISTRUCTORS
Also upcoming in October, if
1 CURREIIIT MATERIALS
you happen to take a trip to
• ADMISSIOIII / APPUCATIOIII
STRATEGY
New York and want a taste of
• LOWEST HOURLY COST - ·,
home, make your way over to
Of AIIIY PROGRAM
-.
the pulsing center of the
p oetry world, ST. Mark's
JS. De1rllenl · ChiCIIO
Church in the Bowery:

7a2':·21·s·s test_•
P1W

OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL APPAREL

OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC

'

OFF THE
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

Better Junior & Ms. Clothes For L ess Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS
AT SAVINGS UP TO

Dally 10:30-5:30

Thurs. 10:30-8:30
Sundays 12:00-5:00

75o/c

3311 W. BRYN MAWR

539-1450

-----·••
I
••
••
••
••e
··- · ·--:·•- ·--·-•.
(11/, Blocks from Nort heastern )

Drink & •
Disco •

,Bewitching hour

Midnight to 1 am-Sun thru Thurs

All drinks ½ off . .. Heinekins 75c.

Ladies' nights
Tues & Thurs

LADIES DRINKS-~ off.
Fra danc.t-instrudton

Make a date and d~nc:• your
tootsla off.

Etcetera _

Cocktail hour 5-to 7 pm everyday

Backgammon
Try a house drink

.·

·

No call brands for specill piomoliom.

4535 N. Lincoln .
• · _Chicago 275-2680
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While it's stll free.
Jeni Malara,
Studen t
"I had Cs in high school. After
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics,
I was able to maintain an A average'.'

Chris Walsh ,

John Futch ,

, Engineering
"It's boring to read the way
most people _a re ta ught.
This way. you look at a
page of print -you see the
whole page. It's great' ..

Law Student
"With 60 briefs a week.
the average student takes
all week to prepare for
class. In an evening.
rm finished:·

Richa,rd St. Laurent,

Jim Creighton,
Student
"It's easy. Once you
know how to do it. ifs
.super easy 1..

Teacher
"I was skeptical. but now rm
r_e ading around 2300 words a
minute. Puts you that much
ahead of everyone else:·

It'll make home~ ork a lot easier thit year. In fact, you can c~t your study time almost
in half with the c·opyrighted techniques you learn in one free lesson. We'll give you the
incredible secrets to easy_?peed reading, better concentration and greater comprehension.
Taught in more than 300 cities throughout the U.S. It's easy. It's fun. It works.
·

Increase your reading speed as m•h as IOO%!
.

.

Northeastern Illinois University
THE NEWMAN CENTER
5450 N. Kimball
SEMINARS:
_M9nday, October 11, 1976
Tuesday., October 12, 1976
Wednesday, October 13, 1976 ·
Thursday, October 14, 1976
Friday, October 15, 1976

2:00 &
2:00 &
2:00 &
2:00 &
2:00 &

4:00 p .m .
4:00p .m.
4:00 p .m .
4:00 p .m .
4:00 p .m .

If you cannot attend a free mini lesson and would like more
information about the program, please callDarka at 583-8108 .
. Clas_ses are scheduled on campus the following week.

q
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UNl's eighth
Blood Drive colleets 130 units
·volunteers worked the station
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
One hundred-thirty units of tables. At the first station,
blood were donated during donors were asked to . sign a
Northeastern Illinois Universi- consent form . At the second
ty's eighth blood drive Tues- and third stations, blood
day, October 5 and Wednes- pressures and 'temperatures
day, October 6. The Red Cross were taken, medical histories
Traveling Laboratory was on recorded, and small blood
campus for the first time to samples were drawn and
process and separate some 70 placed in a tube of copper ·
units that were donated on the sulfate. After testing, the
first day of the drive. The lab blood was labeled according to
separates the blood into plas- type &nd Rh factor. UNI
ma, red cells, white cells, and student Greg Pfeiffer distriplatelets. Blood can be pro- buted · blood bags and later,
cessed within four hours after orange juice, and cookies at
the last station.
it is drawn.
Women from the campus
Red Cross workers, student
nurses from St . . Mary of sprority Lambda Sigma Alpha
Nazareth and the Evangelical volunteered their services on
School of Nursing in Oak both days. Other working
Lawn, and UNI student volunteers included Chris Pud-

lo, a registered RN who 'is now
a UNI student, Alan Nilbert,
vice-president of Alpha Chi
E psilon (AXE), and UNI
students Don Johnson (a
certified paramedic), Frank
Jacobson (an emergency medical technician), Eleanor Wilzek, and Debbie Gross. The
director of Health Services,
Marion Etten, R:N ., supervised the event assisted by
Madeline Behun, a part time Red Cross nurse Penny holds arm of completed donor while Dave
nurse hired by the Health · Holadak waits his tum. [Photo by Diane Poulos]
Services Department on OctoAndrea Townsend also do In February 1974 when the
ber 1, 1976. Behun is a
nated bloo_d during the two
campus
blood
drive
was
first
graduate from North Park
day drive. Townsend, a stuCollege and is currently en- initiated, 143 pints were given.
During
the
summer
of
74,
66
dent at UNI and president of
rolled in graduate studies at
Stageplayers, has donated 8
units
were
donated.
In
drives
Northeastern in · the area of
pints of blood at UNI and 1
that followed, 95 units were
Health Services.
· pint at a Red Cross blood
UNI's only "g~llon donor," drawn in November 1974, 77 in'
bank . She has now begun
June 75, 166 in October 75, 123
donating blood in an effort to
in February 76, and 80 in July
re~ch the five gallon mark and
1976.
receive her second gold honors
The next drive is scheduled
pin.
for February 1977.

Student teaching an
illvaluable learning
•
experience
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Each trimester, some 500
Northeastern Illinois University education majors pioneer in
their speci{ic field .of study as
they experience, for the first
time, what it is really like to be
a student teacher.
Many students have misconceived notions about the
role and importance of learning .
from a student teacher. Student tea.c hing is valuable both
for the perspective teacher and
for the studeI,J.ts they will be
teaching. Students are given
an opportunity to be exposed
to a variety of new, innovative
teaching methods and styles.
Student teachers are given the
opportunity to conduct classes
on a regular daily schedule,
follow lesson plans, and understand the complexity of student personalities and behavior in ·a classroo.m atmosphere. But the most difficult
part of student teaching may
well be coping with daily
situations, making administrative decis.ions, and attempting
to win the confidence and
respect of the students.
One UNI student teacher
who is cµrrently teaching at
Von Ste.u ben High School
_asked her . students to write
· about how they felt about the
student teaching experience.
Peggy Gfanaras, a senior at
Von Steuben, had this to say
about what student teaching
means to ):ier.
"Teaching means to commu-

nicate wi.t h students and to
help them .express themselves.
It is an experience, for the

student teacher, because one
day, he or she will be a full
fledged teacher. It also lets the
student teacher choose how he
or she will teach the class and
what they will teache to the
class.
Being a student teacher
allows you to help students
with the subject you are
teaching. A student teacher
who "teaches English helps the
students with their writing
skills and their thoughts. Also,
the teacher helps the students
to understand our language in
writing and how to use it
correctly.
A student teacher has to put
up with a different personality
of each student. Some students could be very easy to get
along with, but some students
smart off so much, they really
are a problem when it comes to
trying to teach them something. Some students try and
take advantage of a student
teacher and their attendance
may be irregular. Students will
· think nothing of cutting class
or coming late jqst to aggravate the student teacher. .,
Being · a s tu dent teacher.
· brings no pay, but experience
. for the future. Not only do the
stude.nts lear, but the student
teacher is always learning. The
student teacher learns.from his
or her mistakes, thoughts,
ideas, and from the students
themselves.
Sometimes it might be hard
for a student to adju~t -to new
and different grading systems,
different teaching me.thods,
and to a new teacher's
. personality , A student teacher
4

Unescorted ladies
pay only 50~ for
a mixed drink at

IIJIArl 'f
fP 11r1®1

can sometimes be too critical ,
and it can hurt and discourage
the students.
More and ,m ore today,
teachers hold class discussions. It lets the student
participate with others, and it
helps to express his or her
feelings, values and opinions.
A student learns from a
student teacher and a student
teacher learns from the students. It is this experience
that provides for the student
teacher's future."

5053 N. Lincoln Ave.

Beer Bust every
Tues. & Thurs. nite
Draft Beer
30~
a stein
from 6 pm
.,..._~--till?

NEW
HOURS

FOR
-1.D.
CARDS
Mon. & Thurs.
Tues. & Wed.
Friday

8:30-8:30
8:30-4:30
8:30-3:30

Stop in
the
BOOK
NOOK
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Scientists explore
'Bio Clock' phenomena
by Marijo Readey
Ever wonder why you sleep
at night instead of during the
day, while another animal,
such as the owl, does just the
opposite? Did you ever wonder
why you get hungry when you
do? Now, there is an entire

branch of biology which tries
to answer these and similar
questions.
The existence of biological
clocks has been recognized for
years but only recently has
anyone tried to understand or
interpet them. Words such as
'nocturnal' and 'diurnal' have

even become a part of our
every day vocabulary, and
almost everyone is aware that
some of our activities occure
on a twenty-four basis.
One explanation for the
clock was proposed by Dr.
Robert Brown of Northwestern
University. He suggests that

the clocks · nave a purely Paris, they soon experience a
physical basis, and has accu- "woozy to sick" feeling known
mulated much evidence for his as jet lag. It was realized in
idea. Light, dark, atmospheric the 1960's that this was
presi;mre, drugs, and even the because the hormones and
earth's rotation and the phase other body proteins were being
of the moon influence, and can produced on New York time,
even reset biological clocks. while the person was functionFor example, most plants raise ing on, and trying to adjust to
their leaves during the day, to· Paris time. The protein pro•
expose themselves to more duction and the behavior were
light, and lower them at night, out of their usual phase,and jet
where they use less energy. lag was the result. Hormones
They do this on a twenty four and other proteins are coded
hour basis, even when the for the organisms' DNA, or
light-dark cycle is removed. If hereditary metarial.
the light and dark periods are
The DNA message is speci·
inverted, so it is now dark fie for every type of organism,
when in used to be light, and and usually there are only
vice versa , the plant will minor variations in nature.
gradually readjust its periods Most organisms have their
of leaf raising and lowering to DNA surrounded by a group
of chemicals known as the
fit the new cycle.
But there is much .that Dr. histone proteins . The only
Browns theory does not ex- exception to this rule are the
plain. For example, why are bacteria and the blue green
clocks set differently for algae. These are also the only
different species of plant and two groups of organisms that
animals, while almost all of a do not have a proven biological
given type of animal or plant clock. While Dr. Ehret's
theory acknowledges the influhave the same clock? Or why,
do all the higher . organisms / ence of physical "time-giv·e rs,"
have clocks, while bacteria and it holds that the mechanism
bluegreen algae do not appear for the clock is internal. ·
Neither theory excludes the
to have them?
possibility of the influence of
. Another researcher, Dr.
Charles F. Ehret of Argonne other factors, but simply shift
the emphisis between the
National Labs, has suggested
influence _of the physical
that the clocks are not a purely
environment, and a purely
physical phenomona; but a
biological clock.
biological message which is
If you are interested in these
inherited along with the other
clocks, the Biology Club and
information that makes a fly a
Northeastern's branch of Sig·
fly, and a human a human.
ma-XI will present Dr. Charles
His hereditary theory - the
F. Ehret, of Argonne National
chronon theory - . also has
Laboratries, on Wednesday,
much evidence to back it.
October 13 at 4:30 p .m., in the
It has long been known that
Science Building, room 102.
when people travel long disEveryone is welcome to attances over a short period of
tend!
time, say, from New York to

.:• Tuesday , October 12::·••

. _7:30p.m. ·•·•·•
.
,·•.
.............................·•.
•
:

.

:
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Auditorium
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.
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Corky Siegel a highlight
of Folk Night Concert
The highlight of this year's
entertainment schedule will be
the annual Folk Night Concert, Monday, October 11, , 7
p.m. , in the Auditorium. Now
in it's four th year, the concert
will again feature some of the
fines t musicians in the country. This year's guests include
. Corky Siegel, The Morgan
Brothers, Al Day, Mike Dougal and Bonnie Yates.
Corky Siegel 's achievement
are monumental. They range
from b eing a member of
Chicago's favorite biues band,
a successful t ransition to a
popular solo act with an album
to his credit, and even work
and recording with William
Russo, Seiji Ozawa and the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. Corky is one of the
best performers in Chicago. He
has an inner charm t hat is
evident to every ·a udience that
he p lays for . Corky 's new
album, "Corky Siegel, " has
been getting rave reviews from
pub lications throughou t the
country.
The Morgan Brothers are
four talented musicians from
the Oshkosh, Wisconsin area.
They blend bluegrass with jazz
to arrive with a totally unique
sound that has enchanted both
bluegrass and jazz fans from
Michigan to 'Kentucky. Their
new
album ,
"Northern
Lights, " is a good example of
this inventive band's music.

The Morgan Brothers have
performed a t many of the
popular night spots in the area
including the Old Town School
of Folk Music and Charlotte's
Web (with super fiddler Mark
O'Conner.)
Al Day is no stranger to
Northeastern Illinois Universitv . He perfor m ed a t UNI
several times including last
year at Folk Night III. Al is
one of t he best songwriters in
t he country . H e ha s been
feat ured on r a dio s tation s
WFMT and WBEZ in Chicago
and has played at every major
folk club in the Chicagoland
area. Accompanying Al will be
Mike Dougal ; a powerful
vocalist and guitarist. Mike
has also performed in many if
the clubs in the Chicago area
and at Folk Night III last year
at UNI.
Bonnie Yates has performed
at every Folk Night Concert
held at Northeastern. Each
time she comes wit h a new
back-up band. This year she
will perform wit h Barry Goldberg on lead guitar. Bonnie
blends pop ular so ngs witn
some of her own to present a·
totally delightful performance.
Folk Night IV will be
sponsored by t h e Studen t
Council for Excep tional Children (SCEC) and all proceeds
will go to St. Mary of
Providence School fo r Retarded Girls. The money helps

African dance
show, Oct. 14
" Africa and its Blackness
around the World, " a music
and dance show, will be
presented, 7:30 p.m., October
14, in the a.uditorium of
Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn :M.awr at St. Louis
Ave. ·
T h e influ ence of African
culture throughout the world
will be demonstrated by artists
representing various cultures.
Included in the program are
The p ukorans, African drummers and dancers; Carabali
and his Concert of Congas
from Cuba ; The Future, a
dance troupe from the United

States, the Expression Latinas , and t he Northea s t ern
Illinois University Interpretation African Dance Troupe.
The program was arranged
by Tonkya De Ravia, teacher
of interpretive African dancing
at the Nort heastern Center for
Inner City Studies, 4545 South
Dresel.
Dr. Elkin Sithole, a professor at the Center for Inner
City Studies and a native of
Durban, South Africa, will be
the guest speaker.
A one dollar donation is
requested .

PROPOlm0/1

,r,

5000 N. Kedzle 588-9775

i

GAME ROOM - FOOS - DANCING
"Old Style On Tap"
Monday: 11 am-12 pm - Big Pitcher of Beer
·.
- $1.50
Tuesday: 7 pm-2 am - Ladies Nile-M ixed
Drinks 25~; Blends so~ (Lad ies On ly)
Wednesday: 7 pm-M idnite - 2s, Beer NileStei n of Old Style is only 25~
Thursday: 2 fo r 1 N lie - All Drinks are 2 for
the Price of 1. (Except Bottle Beer)

Free Champagne, Prizes, Flowers for the Ladies

send the girls on camping
trips. Concert tickets will be
on sale at the door on the
night of the performance ~or
$2.00.
Last year, Concert Night III
was almost sold out, so if you
plan to attend, come early.

CORKY SIEGEL

UN I deb·ate tourney next week
Last year's top , winners of
School, Worth, was last year's
The third .annual Northeastcoach of the year.
ern Illinois University indivi- the Northeastern tourney wen t
The public is welcome to
dual events forensics tourna- on to place first in the state
attend t he competition~ There
ment will be held Saturday, tournament; Larry Kleinstein
is no charge for admission.
October 16, on the Nort heast, of Maine East High School ,
Room a ss ig n men ts of the
em campus, Bryn Mawr at St . P a rk Ridge , in humorous
various events will be available
Louis Ave., beginning with interpretation, and Alli son
at the Northeastern informaregistration at 7 a.m. and Bethel of Luther Sout h High
tion center on the ground floor
ending with the presentation School , Chicago, in dramatic
duet acting. Doris Spetch of
of the administration building.
of awards at 3:30 p.rn.
Students from 30 high A llen B . S h epherd High
schools in the Chicago area
will compete in two divisions;
exp erien ced a nd begin nin g;
and may enter one event in
each of t he two groups offered .
One group consists of extemp oraneou s s peaking, verse,
dramatic interpretation, and
oratorical d eclamation ; the
other, original oratory , humorous interpretation, and prose.
The Northeastern tourney is
'Chere
,a
eren&e!!!
the only one offering competition in a beginning division,
PREPARE FOR:
according to Dr. David Jordon, director of forensics at
Nort heastern and in charge of
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT
the tourney. Considered beginOver 3 8 years of experience and succus. Small classes. Volumino us ho me study materials. Courses that are co nstantly
ners are t hose students with
updated. Cent ers o pen days I. wee ken ds all year . Co m plete
less than one y ear ' s to t al
tape facilit ies for review of class lessons and fo r use of
supplementary
materials. Ma ke-ups for missed lessons at
forensic experience. For the
our centers.
first time this year, a duet
workshop is to be held in
conjunction with the competiNAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
tion.
Flexible Programs & Hours
Trophies will be awarded to
Ou r broad range of programs provides an umbrella o f test,nq kn o w the top speakers in all events
how th at ena bles us to offer th e. bes! prepar atro n ava ,lahle · furth er
in both divisions. Certificates
improving the 1nd1vrdual course vou ve sPlected
will be awarded to all students
6
5
~
~ jlJl.
in both divisions who receive
Chicago, IL
ratin gs from excellent t o
Spring , Su.m me r & Winter co mpacts
a,,11
Most classes - 8 wee k s before exa m
11¥'1
superior. For the second year a
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
0 u t' s, de NY s tate only
" coach of the year" will be
chosen. The senior who is top
~:l~~ree
TEST PREPARATION
individual event winner in the
C•nre,s '" "'''°'us c,r,es
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
experienced division will win a
talent scholarship from Northeastern 111.i,nqis University.
.
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3336 West Bryn Mawr - 478-9440
FREE DELIVERY 11 am ..... 2 pm

I

Delicious Submarine Sandwiches
HomeMadeChili-lceCream
Homemade Soups
(Lentil , Chicken Noodle, Potato ,
Tomato , Mushrnom Noodle

I

ALSO ... Vegetarian'sDelights

~L

If'
.-,f~
~vu

I

I
I
I

--1111.
~..-.-.,~--~--.I
(t(£(!{~{!,•. l.[

I
I
I
I
I

TH IS WEEK

.

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES
w/trimmings

I
I
I

I. Moe, Larry, Cheese (4 cheeses melted) I Reg . 99¢, Large $1 .98 , II
I
· - - • - - - - --- -...
I MMMMMMMM Good
·
I
I penny wise&.pouud roolish 1
Coupon expires 10/14/76

- -----------------------
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2 WEEKS ONLY OCT. 5-17

6~~~~~:p:~_Es.

E 1976 VERSION Of
NOW AF:TER 20 SY.;E~:~s:r:YNAMIC MAS:TERPIEC
LEONARD BERN ,, .
.

Moose cordially· invites yo-u
to the

HO·LLYWOOD LOUNGE
3303 W. Bryn Mawr.

Schlitz Beer

$1.00
per pitcher

DANCES & SONGS YOU CAN'T FORGET!!

q

"TONIGHT" "MARIA" "JET" "I FEEL PRETTY"
"COOL" "A MERICA" "GEE, OFFICER KRUPKE"

10% Student Discount with 1.0. at Box Office
PRICES
Main Floor (Front)
Main Floor (Rear)
Balcony (Front)
Balcony (Middle)
Balcony (Rear)

PREVIEW

WEEKDAY EVE. & MAT.

$9.00
$7.50
$7.50
$5.50
$4.00

$10.00
$8.50
$8.50
$6.50
$4.50

FRI. & SAT rn:

s12:oo
$10.50
$10.50
$8.50
$6.50

. Weekdays only
f·rom 9a.m.-3p.m.

PER FORMAN CE DA TES: EVES. Oct. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
8 PM; MATS: Oct. 6, 9, 16, 2 PM ; Sundays Oct. 10, 17, 3 PM

Seats Now at Box Office & TICKETRO~J Outlets
Including Sears & Ward Stores
FOR GROUPS 791-6190; Info. 791 -6000

ARIE CROWN THEATRE

Proof of legal age required

~~~:.~:~:lace

I

GRAND. OPENING WEEK
OCTOBER11-0CTOBER15
"Just a real good place to eat!" .

The Northea.stern
·Sna.ck Shop
(formerly C .V .'s Restau.rant)

3401 W,~st Bryn Maw-r
(Corner of Kim ball & Bryn Mawr)
IIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIUlllll}! lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.llllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.1111111111;111·1111111.ll;IIIII

ef{ewly- decorated diJtiflg a~ea ·.

-

j

!

~n11i11_1111i1111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111i111111111111111111ini111111111111111111111111u1111111111111111111111111111u1111111111111

.

CHEF'S SPECIALS DAILY

-Steaks, Chops, Sea Food , Chicken,
Salads, Deluxe Sandwiches ,
Grecian Delights, Kosher Foods,
·
Italian Dishes,
Fountain
Creations
~VIIIIIINIINWI-1111
' IINIINWINWIIIINl~IINIIIIIMIINIINWINIA.
!OPEN 7 DA vs~ ·
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

-====-'

§

:~~!~~9
Sundays 7-8

10%~FF

Breakfast , Lunch or
Di nner at any hour .

PRICE OF MEAL

nm 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

We invite UNI to
our grand opening
week celebration!

.

'
'

'

_J
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Independent Clubs

Board now nears collapse
by Ann F. Holda
Well, here comes Thursday,
October 14, time for another
Independent Club Board meeting. Hopefully, this time, some
.people will attend. At the first
meeting seven gallant souls
decided to work together to
build up the Board. At the
second meeting the number
had already dwindled to three.
Of the eleven possible positions of the Board, presently
only three are filled. The·
officer situation is just as bad.
The Board presently lacks a
Chairperson, Assistant Chairperson, and Treasurer. Somehow this does not seem right.

The ICB, has approximately forty-five clubs which
are suppose to send a represen ta ti ve to the monthly
meetings. Of all the different
boards, the ICB has the most
amount of clubs to allocate the
last amount of money to. But,
what money we do have needs
a Board to allocate it, and
someone to ask for it. There
exists a Supplemental Fund
that can be allocated to the
individual clubs during the
year when requested.
It should be the concern of
each of the Independent Clubs
to be concerned about the
existence and continuance of
the ICB.- Therefore each Incle-

pendent Club should send a
representative to the meeting,
Thursday, October 14 at 1:00,
in the Classroom Building,
room 2-056. It seems quite
unfair that at budget planning
time, all the clubs complain
about the allocations, but
during the year are not ~orried
if there exists a means of this
allocation. If you have any
questions about the Independent Club Board, contact Ann
Holda, secretary, by leaving a
message in the ICB's mailbox.
Now, now one seems to care
about the Board , but in
February, you would care, if
there was no one to allocate
the money to the clubs!

•

of U.N.'
'Candidates
a forum on Oct. 12
How the Presidential candidates Ford and Carter view the
United Nations will be the
subject of a session, "The
Candidates Look at t he United
Nations ," to be presented,
noon - 1:30 p.m., October 12,
in lecture hall 102 of the
science building on the campus
of Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn Mawr at St.
Louis Ave. Sponsoring the
presentation is the United
Nations Association of the
USA (UN-USA) in cooperation
with Northeastern Illinois University.
Rudolph S. Raisin, Chicago
financier and tndustriali st,
president of Raisin Corpora-

tion, will give the views ot
President Ford. Alex Seith, a
member of the Democratic
National Committee and past
president of the Chicago
Couneil on Foreign Relations,
will speak for Jimmy Carter.
Questioning the speakers
will be a panel composed of
Derek Singer, a member of the
UN-USA board, and Northeastern faculty members· John

:

............................... .
.
NOW HIRING.!
Waiters, Waitresses
and Doormen

Murphy, assistant professor of
political science, and David
Jordon, associate professor of
speech and performing arts.
l>r. Edris Frederick, chairman
of the political science department, will be the moderator.
There is no · charge for
admission.

After a tremendous reception last spring, MEGAN MCDONOUGH and MADA RUEZ return to the U.N.I. Auditorium for
an encore performance. Oct. 12 at 1 :00.

Fair to feature
differing cultures
sounds, and tastes. You will be
U.N. take heed! U.N.I. is
able to feast your eyes on a
showing you how it's done.
real samovar while feasting
The Foreign Language Departyour ears on live balalaika
ment is putting together what
music. And then you can just
could be the social event of the
plain feast on borshch. There
year, The International Day
will be an Italian tarantella, a
Fair, on October 21. With a
total absence of any shoes - Spanish chorus, French pastries, and much, much more.
ban·g ing on the table , the
Plans are progressing well, but
seven different Foreign Lanthis doesn't mean your talents
guage clubs are p1,1lling togethwon't be a welcome addition.
er all their resources and
If you get any inspirations,
presenting a range of talents
call on Dr. Galassi , Chairperas wide as the world. From 9
son of the Foreign Language
in the morning until 4 in the
Department, Room 2-039 in
afternoon there will be a
the Classroom Building.
non-stop, show of sights,

Congratulations,
you're in medieal sehooJ. ·

,Mother's Lounge
LUNCH, DINNER & LA TE SNACKS

PIZZA 1-N THE PAN
Cocktails '
•
Char-broiled Gulliburgers
Ribs • Chicken • Steaks

26 W. Division
Apply in person . Contact Dennis
.. at 337-7047 for an appointment.

..................................

RESTAURANT & PUB
8808MILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 291-2100
(comer MHwaukN I Dempster)
2727 W. Howerd St. 331-2111

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSAN-0S-ON FILE
Send $1 .00 for your up-to-date,

The. Arts of.Self Defense

LE AR ·N
•Proper use of strikes, kicks, throws. locks

"To defend against a group of attackers
•the use of traditional samurai weapons
•meditation, •ereathing
•'Ki'-internal energy
•Self cOntrol & discipline

Private or group lessons
Classes designed for
men , women , children

192-page, mail order catal09.

11926 Santa Monica Blvd .
Los Angeles, Ca . 90025
· Original re-rch also available.

---------------. ---·------Enclosed Is S1 .00.
Please rush the catal09 to:

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CltY----~------State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip ~

THE JUKO•RYU
SCHOOL OF
CHICAGO
(a non-profit corporatlott)

5645 N. Ashland
478-1359
328-4391
Visitors always welcome

Now~ yoiifiaVe to
-pay for it.That can be a very serious problem today. especially with we'll mail you literature which v.,;n give you a good 0'Jel\liew of
tuition costs climbi,:,g relentlessly. Yes: you can borrow. but by the scope of our operations. Why not u.nte? We think you'll
the time you e nter practice those debts can be substantial.
be interested in the possibilities.
1nere is an alternative-an Armed Forces Health Profes·
!Armed Forces Scholor.;h~ - - - - - ;.CN-1-;;J
sions (AA-IP) scholarship. Whether you·re studying to be a
PO. Box Af'. Peoria. IL 61614
physician or a dentist, whether your goal is to become an
Yes. I am interested in Anned Forces Health Prof~sions Scholarship
osteopath or an optometrist, it ,:an pay your entire tuition and
opportunities. I understand there is no obligation.
I am especially interested in :
fees all through medical school. It \Viii also provide you \1/ith a
O Army O Air Force O Na~
substantial monthly allowance. In other = rds. if you qualify.
•□ Veterinal\l' D Psi,::hology (PhD)' 0 Physician O Dental
one of those scholarships can give you financial independence
O Optometl\l
now, IAKlen you need it most.
\,\/hen you're ready to go into practice, an AA-IP scholar·
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SexOM OF
ship v.,;11 also have paved the way for you to start your career
Address, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _
under highly favorable circumstances. You'll be a commissioned
Ci,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ State
Zip
officer in the military branch of your selection.- Your practice
v.,;ll be waiting for you. You'll step into it and know that the
Enrolled ., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (School)
challenges you'll meet 1,1,ill be solely medical ones· and profesTo graduate in._~-~--Deg,cc, _ _ _ _ _
sionally stimulating.
(month, year)
1nere v.,;ll also be opportunity for further study. The
"Veterinay not avaUable in Na,,_,, Program: ?¥:hology no« • ~ In 1vm;
Armed Forces have created extensive and outstanding clinical,
teaching and research programs. Once you decide on a spe·
cialty, you may find yourself taking the graduate medical studies
Dedicated to health care and
of your choice at one of their facilities.
~e people who practice
The details are' many. But if you'll send in' the coupon,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
j
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I A;;...,. .F orea B•tdth ear.. I
I
I
L __
~--_J
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The National Shakespea.r e Co. Presents:

A Comedy of Errors
THURS-. OCTOBER 21 ·
1 :00 P.m & 7:30 pm
Auditorium

ADMISSION·
Free to UNI Students
with I.D. Cards.
Tickets available at
the Box Office (x-8355). ·
Non-students - $4.00

For thirteen years National Shakespeare Company has offered
audiences everywhere in North America Superb productions of
classical dramatic literature.
Touring three new productions in repertory each season the pr,ofessional acting ensemble combines with outstanding directors and
theater craftsmen to provide exciting and provocative theatre.
In addition to performing at major universities, NSC has keen in
residence at Princeton University and the University of Massachusetts, produced the Boston Herald Traveller Repertory Company and
operates the Cubiculo, an experimental arts center in New York devoted to dance, poetry, film and drama.
·
.· So it is with great pleasure tha:t the Commuter Center Activities
Board (Classical Theater Committee) brings here to Northeastern
Illinois University the National Shakespear Company performing · A
Comedy of Errors.
.
The hilarious farce, A Comdey of Errors, will be performed by the
National Shakespear Company on October 21 at 1:00 p.m. performance
and a 7:30 p.m. performance in the University's auditorium.
This romp }s a primful of improbable coincidences, with mistaken
identities between a double set of twins doubling the confusion and the fun .
The zany version is set in .the 1920's, with the language,
charac.ters and action intact.
This play is the happy creation ·of Sue Lawless, who was nominated
fQr the Drama Desk Award for Outstanding Director.
If one is in tune with Monty Python's Flying Circus, they will be
pleasantly surprised by the hilarious, fast moving farce, A Comedy of
Efrors.

8, October, 1976

Setze not limited
in athletic tale.nt
by Larry Brittan
Many young college athletes
venture into two , -perhaps
three sports, either because
they seek satisfaction or the
thrill of competition. Senior
Mike Setze is one man who has
excelled in hockey and is
making a place for himself on
UNI's golf team. These two .
sports are a study in contrast.
Hockey is a rough and tumble
sport requiring endurance and
quick reflexes. Golf on the
other hand is much more
serene and relaxing sport
requiring patience and individual effort. His performance on
these teams is important to
note.
He has been involved in
hockey since he was a
freshman, entering his fourth
year as a UNI hockey player.
He has been the team'sleading scorer for the past
three seasons and provides the

Ice Eagles with good leadership. His experience started in
his high school years when he
played with amateur hockey
clubs. He attended Holy Cross
in River .Grove, &nd then came
directly to UNI.
He has seen many changes
in Northeastern's hockey
team: the transition from
hockey club to an officially
recognized athletic team and
the emergence of three different coaches in four years. He
feels that UNI hockey, and in
general, all college hockey
lacks funding. He feels its the
greatest spectator sport and
that it deserves more funding
and fan attention - particularly at home games. Mike
feels this season will be
brighter for UNI with the
presence of some fine freshman. They are impressive in
size and style of play and he's
optimistic of their potential.

As a golfer, Mike has twelve
years of experience as an
amateur. He had worked at
Tamm Golf course in Niles for
the past three years as an
assistant greens keeper, He
enjoys golf more than hockey
as he gets more satisfaction
out of an individual sport. He
says, "You have no one else to
blame but yourself when you
make a mistake. When you do
well you have that satisfaction
of doing something right, and
you rely on yourself and no
one else. It's more of a.
challenge for me."
He wants to stay in the
recreational field as a professional and wishes to go on to
either Northwestern or Loyola
and do his graduate work.
Good luck in whatever you do
Mike Setze!
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Bowling league
looking for members
have elected the following
officers: President, Barb Hanson; vice-president, Dean Elipas; co-secretaries, Beth Wagner and Al Miller; treasurers,
Pat Coyne and Linda Kowal.
We selected two men to search
out the best hall for our
year-end banquet they are
Tikam Bhatia and Mike Greco.
We still have openings on
the teams, so please come out,
join the fun , and learn a lot.

by Fred Frederick
and Tina Cosentini
Ever wounder what extracurricular activity could make
use of ALL THAT SP ARE
TIME you've been wasting?
We've got just the thing for
you - BOWLING?
For the past three weeks,
the Northeastern Bowling
League ha~ been off to a flying
"Eagle" start. We meet each
Tuesday from 3:30 to 5:30 at
the Habetler Bowl (Foster and
:Northwest Highway).
We have been having lots of
fun setting up teams, getting
to know each other, learning
rules, and how to bowl "the·
right way. "
·In organizing the League we

© The Gap 1976

UNI 7th in
Schellong meet
by Gary Staniec
The RAY SCHELLONG'
INVITATIONAL was held at
River Park Friday, Sept. 24th.
Nine teams with a total of
fifty-five runners competed in
the annual event which was
run by Cross · Country coach
Larry Bernstein.
Northeastern could manage
only a seventh place tie with
Aurora College. If we could
have cut ten points off our
score we would have finished
3rd. This might have been

. accomplished if the Govern- J
ment hadn't borrowed one of
our finer runners for jury duty. 1
Ellis Casey couldn't run ·
because of that situation.
UNI was led by Don
Orzeske who finished in 24th
place. He finished the four mile
course in 22:52, a 30 second
improvement · from the previous weeks match against
Trinity College. Dave Adler
Allibone 8, and Mike Donatuc. finished in the 26th position
by Gary Staniec
ci and Bill Boyle with 7 tackles
·· with a time of 22 :57, also an
For the second week in a
each.
improvement ove rhisr his last
row the UNI football team
•meet by an incredible 43
traveled t~ Michigan with the
seconds. Eric Lundahl finished
consequences ending the same
27th with a time of 23:04. Eric
way as the week before.
also cut eight seconds from
Saginaw Valley beat UNI 17-0.
last week. Al Albert was 28th,
This drops Northeastern to 1-2
coming across the finish line
after an opening game victory
.with a time of 23 :08. Steve
against Concordia in River
Xanos was 30th with a 23: 17.
Forest.
The Political Science Dept.,
Mrs. Eugenia Chapman, IlliSteve was the man of team
This week was similar to
the Political Science Club and
nois State Representative;
scoring so Hector -Carabez,
last weeks loss in many ways.
.
Women's Services co-sponsored · Mrs. Joanne Alter, Metropoli49th place with a time of 25:41
Both games were close in the
•
a program Friday, Sept. 24th
tan Sanitary District Board
did not count in the standings.
1st half. Against S angmaw
there was no score at half time.
in the Commuter Center called
Member; Ms. Susan Catania,
Northeastern had a five man
Jn , two weeks we ' ve been
"Women in Politics Around
"Illinois State Representative!
spread of only 25 seconds. _All
scored on six times in the
the World. " Special guests
Professor Shirley Castelnuovo
our runners finished within six
included: Mrs. Androulla Vasof the Political- Science Dept.
places. With all the 1·mprovesecond half. And pro b a bly our
served as the panel moderator.
ments in our ·teams times the
Sl.liou, Barrister-at Law, Cybiggest problem is inability to
There was a large turnout of
cross country season should be
Prus·, Mrs. Sheila Kaul, Memput t h e b a 11 over t h e goal line.
We haven't scored a touchber of Parliament, India; Mrs.
faculty and students for this
lpoking up. Coach Larry
down in two games!
Mervat Shoukry, Managing
very interesting event. We
Bernstein feels the next week
Editor,
"The
Women
in
the
wish
to
thank
everyone
in
will
be the turning .point of the
Against Sanginaw, UNI batE
M
Arab World,"
gypt;
rs.
attendance for their support of season.' With a little work it
tled for three quarters before
Eddah Wacheke Gachukia,
two touchdowns in the fourth
.
t I d" .
campus activities.
should be in the right direcmember of Par11amen , n ia, ,
t·
quarter broke our back. Both
,1,on.
scores came on solid marches · • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•• ••••••••••••••••••••

UNI vs. Saginaw:

a review of the loss

I

Program studies

'Women in politics'

C 1111 J;;;..i~-! la r

up .field which not only put:
points up but also killed the:
~~o;;~ u:~s/~: c~::c\~;r~

!

~;:te:~~:;s~igt~la:n~einJu:
Kontos who threw a 30 yarder ;
to~_;wide receiver Doug John- ;

·,

Ti-., f c,\. , ~f(ll!•_::
~

~~

~IC ·<· C)C)N , s

~
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~
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son. The score was attempted •
.·591'.1..N. L111co111, Chicago, Illinois_
. .
bf . kicking specialist Dave :
' '"
Rutkowski who missed it" from :
>
thi 1s yard line.
:
Foosball Tournaments
Dancing - Gar,:1e Roo.m
·Northeastern could only get : ' - Every sUnday at 4 p.m. ·.
The BEST Char-broiled
yards rushing and a total of •
Money and-Trophies
Burgers In the City!
80 yards in the air.
: .
Defensively,
Northeastern ;
had a pretty good day. Bemus :
SUNDAY:
8:00 p.m.-12:00 p.m. ~ FREE TACOS WITH EACH DRINK
Le~ter led the way with a total :
MONDAY: · 9:00 p.m ..:12:00 p.n'I;.::.... PITCHER OF BEER - ONLY $1.50
of 21 tackles. Jeff Johnson and · •
TUESDAY~ 9:00 p'.lri.~2:00 a.m:·...:: FREE TASTEE PUP HOT DOGS
Bill Pretzer added 12 tackles a :
.
WITH EACH DRINK
piece. Danny Cocco played his :
WED N ESD AV
.
. .
. ~ "" .
usual tough game with 11 :
;AND THURSDAY: 8:00p.mA0:00p:m.- BEER 25,AGLASS_
tackles. Others joining the ,:
SATURDAY: 8:00 p.m'.•9:00 p.m.- BEER 10, A GLASS
-sho~ were _Jim Laduzinsky :
.
..
. . ., . .
..
. .
witli'' io Pete Fosco 9 Paul · •
•' . ·
,, . . .
· .
· · - · .' '
·
·
-- · ·
·
.
··
.
·.
.
.

n

'

'
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i
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The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colors and sizes. We'v e
got if. All in one place.
Ours. Fall into the Gap

-:

•

·I
,I

:
·:
•
:

l .
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~oQ
2449 W. DEVON AVE
111 E. CHICAGO AVE
. . 5120 N. HARLEM AVE
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Ill
"The Inn Place"

Serving succulent char-broiled
and deli-type sandwiches

-and16 Flavors of Beer for the
discerning lover of brew
"7" Draughts: Black Label, Tuborg, Bass ·
Ale, Dab, Pshorr Dark, Harp, Guiness Stout
,._._·~···~·-~~ Also -

Wines and All cocktails

"Two Rooms" - Casual, self service in
front; relaxed dining in back ,

SPECIALS:

HOURS:

PANHOUR 5-7p.m.
MON., WED., FRI.
Purchase a sandwich and
Black Label is 25¢ a glass

DAILY: 11-11 ·
FRI: 11-Midnight
SAT: 12-12

TUESDA'\'.: 5-Closing
LIB DAY
(ladies only)
Purchase a sandwich and
wines is 25¢ a glass

Saturday-Cocktail Hour: 5-8 p.m.
Every second cocktail is only 30¢

3407 West Bryn ·Mawr

2s1-0214
(next to Beck's .Book Store)

8, October, 1976

1-.-ee clas,s ifieds
lor sale
FOR SALE - 1972 Plymouth
Gold Duster 6 cyl., am-fm stereo
w/ rear speakers, like new radial
tires, excellent condition throughout. 583-9670, Tommy.·
.,
FOR SALE. 1966 Ford Wagon,
runs good, very clean. $325, call
622-2811 .
FOR SALE. 1974 SAAB 99
automatic, excellent condition,
front wheel drive, $3,500, must
sell, 467-3584, ask for Charlene,
from 8-5.
'
FOR SALE. Miscellaneous Musical Stuff. P.A. System (one owner),
Pre-CBS Fender bottom (with
2-12's), electronic Franz Metronome, and new Yamaha acoustic
steel string guitar . . . see Bob in
General Stores, ext. 306.

Teryl,
Hope you get what you want for
your . . . let's see, how old are you?
Cherry
1958 was a very good year

TO ALL UNI PRINT CLASSIFIED READERS AND SUBMl'.l'TERS:
PERSONALS, AND ALL
OTHER CLASSIFIEDS ARE TO
BE TYPED. DUE TO THE
LARGE AMOUNT OF UNTYPED PERSONALS, 'ONES
WHICH ARE TYPED AND
HANDED IN FIRST WILL BE
GIVEN PRIORITY, UNTYPED
CLASSIFIEDS WILL NOT BE
ACCEPTED. Our new office is
right next to the typing _center,
you used your brains to think it
up, please use your hands to type
it up.

TM of P .K.
Tell Eisie that your Yankee
Sweetheart is coming dowri to
visit _and . . . ! She'd better
mooooooove over ' cause there
won't be room for her.
Yankee Sweetheart
MOLLY,
Sorry you felt left out, we'll try
and get you some air time in the
future. This ov~rsight will not
happen again. Just put five dollars
in an envelope and mail it
to ..... ...............THE MIDNIGHT
SKULKER
ROBERT REDFORD:
You lied!
DIRTY MAGGIE MAY

BEN CASEY:
Honorable? Well. , .. #1 knows
"HE " is still the only heart throb
in my ,life, and more important, I
know it too. Did he 'hire you to
keep an eye on me?
NURSE
ALINE:
Happy , Birthday again. SURPRISE! You really have your
work cut out for you. You'd better
wear drip dry clothes because I
have a feeling your shoulder is in
• for a real cloud burst of tears.
Good Luck!
C.J.
Cathie,
I love the way you move wanna play turkey?
John
Dear Bio. Factor:
You turkey! Do you think that
just because I'm not around all the
time, I don't warrant a word or
two from you in this column? O.K.
Have it your way!
No More G. Stains
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-Tom,
Ha, ha! And you thought I'd
forget.
_Doc
Dear Aline,
Happy belated birthday! I hope
you enjoyed your surprise party
yesterday.
Fast Buck Freddy
Oral Sex:

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMGood! (And I'm not
talking about Campbell's soup.}
Shocked
Shocked,
When I retyped your personal, I
did not count all of your M 's.
Please forgive any errors.
TirED
Dear Judy,
What if I learned to play bass
clarinet?. . . .
Bobby [Not i>ass clarinetf

Birthday greetings to George,
Aline, Clara and Julie. Congra(d or
t) ulations* to you all.
shell,
Me
When are we going to do our I .think it is about time that the - *I was ,too tired to look jt up.
first story? I know after we do it
writers and editors of the Print
we'll be up for the Pulizer Prize in
stopped using the Personals
Dear Karin,
writing. Don't forget to keep your
ATTENTION: Anna Marie, BellColumn as their Personal Column.
Did you notice that I got up at 2
FOR SALE. Three yards of blue omini, Cheryl, Henry, Jackie ,
feet out of your ears ................... .
(Stick that in your pipe and smoke
am and walked down to the valley
Quiana, never used, in excellent Lucy, Mary, Nina, Rizzo, Schiller,
·
mart
it!!!!)
and wasn't even afraid. Well, of
condition, best offer call -Ann Steve, and Wayne: ·
Disgusted
course, George was with me.
774-5456.
Pizza eater,
All My Long Los_t Friends:
Jim
Thanks for a great weekend.
What have you all been up to? I
Tedy,
FOR SALE. Authentic handmade thought it would be easier to write
What do you say to quitting
Who teases your hair?
-Jan,
Navajo necklace and bracelet set, one big note to all . .Maybe I'll have
school and starting a tomtoe
Cheeks
I very much often hope you will
Over twenty years old. Coral and another party so I can see you all
pie shop?
write to me a lot of times
turquoise Necklace. Necklace on again.
Your asliistant chef
Debbie
Doc, [ Alias Kindly _Editor Robert
constantly, but you nev_er dodn't
the line of squash blossom. Very P.S. Todd, if you're reading this
J. Kosinski),
do, it hardly at all. (After that you
unusual set. $500, call 787-0443, or BUG OFF!
SECRET ADMIRER:
Are you still angry with me, or
probably never will.)
283-4514.
If you have left the school,
will-you
still wear green, criticize
Only kidding,
'
----- .
okay, but if you are still our there
Dearest Judity,
my pumpkins, walk right way, and
Doc
FOR SALE. Panasonic 8-track
somewhere
I
want
t;o
tell
you
that
High dare Baby Cakes! Hope
purse your .lips for me?
stereo play-record tape deck. Call this here message finds you feeling
I t_h ink that you are cruel. My
Judy
Dear Olivia,
67-1-6202 or 583-4050 extension better. Can't remember when I've
heart weeps at the thought that
I don't know what we would do
446. you have never answered my
felt so much for one person. What
"Duke" J . Wayne,
without you in the office. You're
J:lersonals. I guess you aren't the
do ya mean you're saving
!$mile and remember it isn't · beautiful.
FOR SALE. A girl's 10 speed, 26 yourself?!?!?
ni~e person that I thought you
hard to learn bass clarinet - ask Love,
inch bike is for sale at;a reasonable"'
were.
Bobby. Thanks for the nice
A whole lotta LOVE
James Cagney
price. It is in EXCELLENT
Signing off,
personals.
Bobby [Bass Clarinet) .
condition, and muat be sold as
SECRET ADMIRER "2"
Judy
Paul,
soon as possible. If interested,
'·
Dear
Bernadette,
Happy third anniversary! Somecall: 775-1568 for details.
Hey Cutie:
Bobby [bass clarinet],
If you didn't have all those cute
how it seems like more than three
Your smilin' friend,
I never, knew football games
.guys around you all the time, I
months . Ten months to go.
SUNSHINE
could be so much fun. You know
would love to ask you out
C.J.
- you 're really beautiful. ' Hope
sometime.
Dear Genie, ·
every weekend in the future will be
The guy with all the UGi.Y
Julie,
"There is someone who really
WANTED. To record off of a
as nice as last weekend was.
girls around him.
Anytime you need someone to
loves you, tum around, look at
cassette or 8-track of this last
Love Love,
help you dial a phone number, just
me." Over and over1again you 've
March's Academy Awards tele- [502)
- Judy
call on _me.
given ·him another chance. Stop
cast. Screenplay's, Director, ActToo tired write this morning
Geo. M. Cohan
waiting for him and let me try. I'd
ress, Actor, and Picture winners because I was up till midnight last
be good to you ·and I'd try to make
Robert Redford,
only. Willing to pay $10 for it. night (Monday) waiting for a long
Pie & Bobby [bass darinet),
you happy.
That blow in my direction on
Call: (312) 775-1568.
distance call. Remember? Sorry I
And I thought--pictures like that
D.P.
Wed. was not pleasant.
was out Sunday, but I got the
were only printed in risque
Olivia
magazines.
message.
To Our Friends Here at North[312)
One who saw it.
eastern,
Judy,
(Not to be confused with
My husband and I want to
Please get well soon . Can't
the big IT.)
Al,
thank all of you for your concern
stand to see _you run down and
Have 'Big D ', Will Travel. It for our s_on, Bobby, during his
tired.
KITTENS free to a good home,
M.E .
was WONDERFULLLLLLLLL!
surgey and for your generous
Olivia
white feet and chest. Very healthy,
_..,
,, - - Since you gave up " the life,"
gifts. We want to let you know
Cindy Brown
: and litter trained. Call 278-4 769
you've really been living it up.
he's
now
home
recovering
and
after 4 P .M.
Patti,
Short breaks, huh! Nudge, nudge, To the guy with the orange doing remarkably well. Thank you
Call me if you need any help. I
wink, wink. I understand.
'Vette',
again for your thoughtfulness.
understand that you're real busy.
non-E
Would love to go for a ride with
Rick & Judy Clemensen
thanks for t he games. They helped
you sometime in your lovely car.
[Business Office)
me a lot.
Patti,
Brucey
Olivia
Sorry to have missed you on
Security:
KENTUCKY SWEDE :
Tuesday, but I guess I .couldn't
Get a horse.
TERRACE,
It was nice (and very true) what
hlep it. I MISSED you all week.
"Guess Who" said in las t week's
Do you ea~ tongue on rye?
Tonto
Tom,
(You couldn't know how much,)
Remember if someon.e offers you a
issue. But don't press your luck.
I'll be thinking of you in my
Hoping for better times, and not
C.J.
shoe don 't take it. Isn't physics Alinenice
warm house when you're out
expecting a thing,
What a tushy.
fun? Isn't this stupid? · Well, it
camping this weekend. Be sure to
S.M.
reflects the person to whom it is
A short onlooker
bring plenty of " peat" (liquid in a
T.A.K.F.
written.
o _770 _t __ 7along. -.
Buffalo Gal [Judy),
Happy Birthday!
martace Hooray for those officers and their
Olivia
The cupcakes were good, but I
C.A.F.K
stickers at least I get to park in
get_ very angry at people who
my paid for space i 5% of the time
MOLLY,
Brent,
squa~h ,perfectly good twinkies.
WELCOME TO THE WORLD:
Don't worry, as soon as the instead of reserving it for some
How's · your tennis hand?
Doc
BORN : Laura Elizabeth SulliGREASE rack is clear, it'll be jerk who just doesn't care.
Oli~a
van, October 2, 1976 at 9 :16 A.M .,
your turn.
WEIGHT: 7 pounds and eleven
THE MECHANIC Can anyone explain the reason for
Lord Jim
and a half ounces, WHERE:
haVIng that colored toilet paper
George gives ya two wet kisses
I'm a_ twenty-eight year old
Evanston Hospital
EVA,
hanging on the walls of the C.C.?
and a wag of a tail._ ,
woman with a three· year old son
WE MISS YOU. Won't you -and I'm looking for- a roommate to
Dear Sis:
please come back and shake it for Did anyone notice the new
Olivia,
share my apartment. I work'
Happy Birthday,
us again? We just don 't believe problem with the 911 emergency
$ool)er or later you will run out
during the week and on the week
,f rom 1,inda, Donnie, Teresa,
number? Students can't find the
it's ou~ of order.
of excuses. end. Margherita Bernardi, 583and Cheryl
SPANKY & THE GANG 11 on the dial.
Tom
4134, 5740 N. Bernard

--------

----------------

wanted

kittens

_____ _____

personal

roomate
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sports
Gridmen lose again
by Gary Staniec
For the third week in a row
Northeastern has been assaulted by a Michigan school.
Grand Valley State College,
located in Allendale; Michiga,
was UNI's first home oppo·
nent of the season. Their past
three games have been on the
road. They shut us out for the
second year in a row 26-0
before 700 fans a f Luther
North Stadium.
Grand Valley didn't waste
much time in getting the ball
over the goal line. It took
twelve plays before their
fullback Jamie Hosford scored
on a three yard run. The extra
point made it 7-0.
UNI received the kickoff but
was unable to get a first down.
We were forced to punt after a
third down pass was incomplete. Grand Valley started
another drive that was stopped
by defensive back Mike Donatucci 's interception, which he
returned to the Grand Valley
27 yard line. Three plays later
a Bob Perlowski · pass was
picked off by a Grand Valley
defender, so our chances for an
early TD were stopped. Good
defensive plays by Benus
. Lester, Pete Fosco, Jim Laduzinsky and Paul Allibone kept
Grand Valley from scoring for
the rest of the quarter.
In the second quarter Grand
Valley capitalized when UNI
fumbled deep in their own
territory. A few plays later
Hosford carried it over from
-the one to inake it 13:0. Bemus
Lester again came up with a
fine play and blocked the extra
point.
Northeastern's only scoring
threat of the day came on a
Bill Pretzer interception re·

turned to the UNI nine yard
line. Fullback John Manchester ran right for eleven·
yards. Quarterback Bob Perlowski ran left for nine. A
penalty gave UNI the ball at
the one yard line. On 4th down
and goal to go, Manchester
drived up the middle only to
meet a barrage of Grand
Valley defenders. The referees
said no touchdown and gave
the ball to Grand Valley.
The third· quarter proved to
be the final blow against our
chances of an opening day win.
Grand· Valley scored 13 points
on a pass and a run. It
would've been 14 if Pete Fosco
didn't block an extra point
attempt.
In the fourth quarter UNl'
couldn't get a successful drive
started. Grand Valley couldn't
score either thanks to some
fine plays by All Conference
defensive back Danny Cocco.
Four UNI players who
deserve mention for their fine
play were, All American
Bemus Lester who was credited with an unbelievable 29
tackles. Jim Laduzinsky and
Danny Cocco who were a•
warded 17 and 11 tackles. Jeff
Johnson in six punts averaged
an amazing 39.6 yards.
This game marks the end of
the independent teams on our
schedule. Our record is 1-0 in
conference play. Tomorrow
we'll travel to Sheboygan,
Wis. to play Lakeland College
in a conference affair. We've
played the three strongest
teams on our schedule. · The
coaches and the team feel their
ready to beat any challengers
in our conference. Next home
game will be October 30
against Milton College.

X-country a'Waits
Judson Invitational
by Al Albert
Inconsistency has b~ the
one word that suµis up
· Northeastern 's Cros9'°Country
season t hµs far. At times it,
looks as t hough the team is
starting to put it together. ·
Then on other occassions
everything falls apart. Last
week was a ·classic example as
the Golden Eagle runners won
a dual meet from Elmhurst

College on Wednesday, then
made a poor showing in the
Aurora Invitational on Satur
day.
Xhings were really looking
up ' ou , Wednesday, September
29, wheq the Golden Eagles
downed ·Elmhurst 24 to 35 in a
dual meet;' It was UNI's first
dual victocy since November of
1974. Lending · the team effort
were senior co-captains, Al

jock shorts
by Gary Staniec
- Did Cut'. co's party ever
end?
- Football game tomorrow
at Lakeland College in Sheyboygan, Wisconsin.

- What kind of guy has a
name like Fast Fat Daddy Dog
Ripper?
- Cross Country Meet,
tomorrow 11t Jutson -College:

Above, UNI quarterback is busily engaged in handing off to one
of his backfield men in one of the few lighter moments in a game
that found our Golden Eagles biting the dust for the third time to
_a Michigan school. Below, Nortbeastem's punter quickly acts to
get kick in the air after their drive is stopped. [Photos by Ann F.
Holda]
Albert and Don Orzeske, who
distant fourteenth in the team
placed second and third respecstandings. The individual retively with a four· mile time of
sults were also poor as not one
22:12 and 22:19. Even more
runner bettered his time from
impressive was the support
Elmhurst. Albert was Norththey got from their teammates
eastern 's first finisher placing
as the Eagles were all bunched . thirty-sixth in 22: 39 . Even
with the leaders Eric Lundahl
worse was the fact that his
was fifth in 22:36, Dave Adler
teammates were even further
was sixth in 22:46, Ellis Casie
back as Adler placed fiftyeighth in 24:40, Hector Carasixth in 22 :39, Lundahl was
biz ninth in 25: 12, and Steve
fifty-seventh in 23:31, Orzeske
Xanos tenth in 25:14.
. was sixty-first in 23 :45, Casie
On Saturday, October 2, the
was eightieth in 25:05, Xanos
Eagles traveled to Aurora for
was eight-seventh in 25:57,
the annual Spartan Invitationand Garabiz ninety-first in
al. It was here that the Eagles
29:07. When it was all over
turned in a very disappointing
UNI had tallied 290 points.
performance as they placed a
Illinois Benedictine, who won
· the team title had just eighty.
Coach Larry Bernstein believes the key factor in making
this year's team a winner,
: would be to have his men run
!together and up near the front.
Last Saturday was a perfect
example of the opposite. The
- Men's touch football and Eagles will tty to regroup and
Women's Volleyball Intramu- get their act together this
rals start this week. Informa- Saturday when they compete
tion on bulletin outside of the in the Judson College Invjtational in Elgin.
P.E. office.

Tremble job.ts
Kite Fly
by Jakki Freedman
Ms. Marge Jenning's Recreational Game Class spon. sored the second annual Kite
Flying Contest Wednesday .in
what will soon be the football
· field. Students in the class and ·
other interested students
created their own kites and
attempts were made to fly
them.
The homemade kits soared
high above Foster ' A venue
landing on cars when the wind
died down. Although the wind
was quite good for flying ,
some of the kites never made it
off the ground. Jean Jakaitis
a student in the class, got her~
up right away and it flew for
the entire hour. She won the
ribbon for the longest flying
kite. Other winners included
Mark Obel, for highest flier,
Marian Klein for smallest kite
that flew and Maritza Suarez
for the most original kite.
Among the kite fliers was
Dr. Tremble, the Director of
Health, Physical Education
Recreation and Athletics. H; ·
was flying one of last year's
winners: a kite made out of .
butcher paper with the emblem
of the Golden Eagle proudly
displayed on it.

